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Introduction 

Hand movement recognition in video is an important 

application area of research in computer vision. It is the 

interpretation of movement of the hands, arms or body parts that 

gives a semantic meaning. Hand movement can be more useful 

particularly at a long distance, where speech information is not 

available. It has a wide range of applications such as interacting 

with computers through hand movements, machine vision, 

understanding signs of traffic personal for traffic surveillance 

and automated vehicles etc., 

Hand movement recognition can be viewed at two levels: 

hand posture and hand gesture recognition. Hand posture is the 

static pose of finger and palm, for example, thumbs up, pointing 

etc. Where as a hand gesture is the dynamic movement, that 

involves transformation of hand position and orientation such as 

calling, stopping, waving etc., A human can specify these 

indications for controlling robots by their gesture. Further, hand 

movement recognition differs from gait recognition, where the 

latter focuses on the individual walking styles that can be 

utilized as biometric information. 

 

Fig. 1. Human Robot Interaction [1] 

An action recognition system requires the ability to 

distinguish between target gestures from user’s common actions 

such as scratching their head, clasping their hands above their 

head, scratching their body with raised hands and other gestures 

[1]. Moreover an action is done normally with a number of 

successive actions, which gives an interpretation of the action 

carried out. Recent literature focus in the area of vision based 

analysis of human poses and actions from video sequence. 

General Architecture 

Human action recognition approaches are normally 

discussed as vision based approaches and data glove based 

approaches in the literature. The focus of this paper is limited to 

vision based human action recognition approaches. This paper 

addresses the issues at different levels as seen in Fig. 2. 

Moreover this paper point out the challenges involved and 

discusses the future directions. 

The input video is decomposed into a set of features tacking 

individual frames into account. The hands are isolated from their 

body parts as well as other background objects. Appearance 

based approach method uses image features to model the visual 

appearance of the hand and compare these parameters with the 

extracted image features from the video input. 

 

Fig. 2. General architecture 

In this general architecture, many papers have been focused 

with research detailing several techniques for the segmentation, 

activity detection and activity recognition. The paper is 

structured as follows. Immediately below, detailed about 

common data sets. In section 5 explain the image segmentation. 

In section 6 detailed the form of human activity detection. The 

activity recognition techniques are presented in section 7. In 

section 8 discuss about some challenges. In section 9 discuses 

about many application areas. Feature direction focused on 

section 10. Section 11 concludes the paper. 
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Common Datasets 

KTH Dataset 

The KTH human action dataset is a mostly exploited while 

the very challenging dataset. It contains six actions such as 

walking, jogging, boxing, hand waving and hand clapping. It 

contains six hundred video sequences. Each video has only one 

action performed by twenty five different actors. Four different 

scenarios are used: Outdoors, outdoors with scale variations, 

outdoors with different cloths, and indoors. The backgrounds are 

relatively static (no background noise). Apart from the zooming 

scenarios, there is only slight camera movement. 

 

Fig. 3. Example frames for KTH Dataset 

Weizmann Dataset 

Weizmann human action Datasets contain ten actions such 

as walking, running, jumping-jack, jumping-forward-on-two-

legs, jumping-in-place-on-two-legs, waving-two-hands, waving-

one hand, bending, galloping-sideways, performed by nine 

different actors. The view point is static. Two separate sets are 

available. One set shows walking movement viewed from 

different angles. The second set shows front to parallel walking 

actions with slight variations (carrying objects, different 

clothing, and different styles). The background is static and 

foreground silhouettes are included in the dataset. 

 

Fig. 4. Example frame for Weizmann Dataset 

UCF Sport Action Dataset 

Broadcast television UCF Sport action dataset consists of 

one fifty video sequences performed by thirteen actions type. 

Ten main actions such as dive, golf, kick, lift, ride, run, 

skateboard, swing band, swing side and walk. Most action 

classes there is considerable variation in action performance, 

human appearance, camera movement, view point, illumination 

and background. 

 

IXMAS Dataset 

The INRIA XMAS dataset contains eleven daily-life 

actions. Action such as chuckle watch, cross arms, scratch head, 

sit-down, get up, turn around, walk, wave, punch, kick, pick-up, 

performed each three times by eleven non professional actors. It 

contains four twenty nine multi view sequences. If the views are 

considered individually then it consists of 2145 sequences. The 

actions were filmed with five carefully calibrated and 

synchronized cameras. 

Other Datasets 

Datasets containing still images figure skating baseball and 

basketball are performed in [2]. The crowded videos dataset 

introduced in [3]. [4] Presented a set of still images collected 

from the web. The HOHA dataset [5] are a large collection of 

short segments of real Hollywood movies annoted with 12 

action classes. The Hollywood human action data set contains 

eight actions extracted from movies and performed by a variety 

of actors. Stereo-based pedestrian detection in [6] benchmark 

dataset. Mono pedestrian detection study of pedestrian 

classification in [7] benchmark dataset. Occluded pedestrian 

classification benchmark dataset described in [8]. And many 

images or videos collected from the web. 

Image Representation 

The extracted features from the image sequences should 

generalize over the small variations in person appearance, view 

point, action execution and background. Image representation 

can be classified as two categories: Global representation and 

Local representation. 

Global representation 

In a top-down fashion the global representation is obtained. 

Initially, person localization in the image is analyzed by using 

background subtraction or tracking method and Region of 

interest (ROI) is prearranged which results in the image 

description. In general, Region of interest is obtained using 

background subtraction or tracking. The grid based approach 

will divide the observation into cells, each of cell encode part of 

the observation locally because global representation is derived 

from edges, silhouettes and optical flow and these are very 

sensitive to noise, partial occlusions and variations in 

viewpoints. Viewpoint insensitive action using envelope shape 

[9] focuses on use two orthogonally placed cameras at 

approximately similar height and similar to the person. 

Silhouettes from both cameras are aligned on the medial axis, 

and an envelope shape is calculated. The extract silhouettes from 

a single view and aggregate differences between subsequence 

frames of an action sequence are one of the earliest uses of 

silhouettes [10]. This result shows that the binary motion energy 

image (MEI) which indicates the motion occurs.  

Region of Interest is divided into a fixed spatial or temporal 

grid small variation due to noise, partial occlusion and changes 

in viewpoint can be partly overcome by a global grid based 

representation and space time volumes. Each cell in the grid 

describes the image observation locally, and the matching 

function is changed accordingly from global to local [1]. These 

grids based representation resemble local representations, but 

require a global representation of the Region Of Interest. Optical 

flow in a grid-based representation is used by [11]. 

Space Time Volumes are often called as spatio-temporal 

volume (STV). By stacking frames over a given sequences 3 

dimensional spatio-temporal volume is formed. To drive local 

space time saliency and oriented features the solutions of 

Poisson equation are used. In 3 dimensions spatio-temporal 
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volume background subtraction is not necessary, whereas 3-D 

super pixels are obtained from segmenting the STV. Global 

features for a given temporal range are obtained by calculating 

weighted moments over these local features. To construct an 

STV of flow and sample the horizontal and vertical components 

in space time [12] uses a 3-D variance of the rectangle features. 

Local Representations 

Local Representation contains a collection of local 

descriptor or patches to describe the observation. In this local 

representation the accurate localization and background 

subtraction are not essential. Local representation differs from 

the other representation; these are somewhat invariant to 

changes in viewpoint, person appearance and partial occlusion. 

Local descriptors summarize an image or video patch in a 

representation that is ideally invariant to background clutter, 

appearance and occlusions, and possible to rotate and scale [1]. 

The spatial temporal size of a patch is usually determined by the 

scale of the interest point. Patches can also be described by local 

grid-based descriptors. Human action categories the frame or 

sequence can be represented as a bag-of-words, a histogram of 

codeword frequencies [14]. 

Local grid-based representation is similar to holistic 

approaches. Histograms of oriented gradients and flow are 

extracted at interest points, in a spatio-temporal grid. The 

position of the body and the size of the head is analyzed based 

on the grid spans. A subset of all possible blocks within the grid 

is selected using AdaBoost. 

Space time interest point detectors locate the sudden 

changes of movement occur in the video. And these locations 

are informative for human action recognition. In space time 

interest point the local neighbor good has significant variation in 

both spatial temporal domains. Space time interest point detects 

subspace of correlated movement instead of detecting interest 

point over the entire volume. The difference between 

subsequence frames that estimate the focus of attention is 

calculated in [13]. 

Correlation between local descriptors approaches that 

exploit correlations between local descriptors for selection or the 

construction of high-level descriptions. Grid-based 

representation model temporal and spatial relations between 

local descriptors to some extent [1]. Learning deformable action 

templates introduce an active basis of shape and flow patches, 

where locations in space and time are allowed to very slightly 

[14]. Correlation between local descriptors can also be obtained 

by tracking features. 

Image Segmentation 

Images are considered as one of the most important 

mediums of conveying information in the field of computer 

vision. In computer vision segmentation refers to the process of 

partitioning a digital image into multiple segments (sets of 

pixels also known as super pixels). 

Image segmentation for many years has been a high degree 

of attention. Algorithm development for one class of the image 

may not always be applied to another class of the image. There 

are many challenging issues like the development of a unified 

approach to image segmentation which can be applied to all 

types of images [15]. The different types of segmentations are 

available, such as pixel-based segmentation, edge based 

segmentation, region based segmentation, model based 

segmentation etc., 

Region based segmentation the image is portioned into 

connected regions by grouping neighboring pixels of similar 

intensity levels. In region growing [16] pixels in whole images 

are divided into sub regions or large regions based on predefined 

creations. Region splitting and merging is usually implemented 

with a theory based on quad tree data. The gradient is the first 

derivative for image f (x, y) when there is an abrupt change in 

intensity near edge and there is less image noise [17]. 

Thresholding operation converts a multiple image into a 

binary image based on a proper threshold. Segmentation based 

on clustering is an unsupervised learning task, where one needs 

to identify a finite set of categories known as clusters to classify 

pixels. 

Background Subtraction 

Background subtraction is a powerful mechanism for 

detecting changes in a sequence of image that finds many 

applications. Background subtraction is a process to segment the 

foreground object from the background of a video. Background 

subtraction is also an important component of many computer 

vision systems. There are two important steps in computer 

vision system one is to establish the background model and 

other background updates which separate the foreground and 

background. 

Activity Detection 

Human activity detection in videos is an important 

component of computer vision systems. The essential step is to 

identify the feature set that separates the human from the 

background even in cluttered scenes for identifying the activity  

performed. 

Feature Extraction 

The features are the useful information that can be extracted 

from the segmented human object by which the machine can 

understand the meaning of that posture. Feature extractions are 

the main vision task in action recognition and consist in 

extracting posture, hand gesture, facial expression, gait, 

behavior and motion cues from the video that are discriminating 

with respect to human action. The features are extracted from 

foreground images and it should be invariant to factors  other 

than gait, human shape, such as texture, color or type of cloths. 

In most recognition approaches [18, 19], recognition features are 

extracted from silhouette images. 

Spatio Temporal Features 

The Spatio Temporal (ST) features have recently become a 

popular video representation for action recognition. The ST 

feature normally captures the strong variation of the data in 

spatial and temporal direction that are caused by motion of the 

actor. However, Spatio Temporal features contain only the 

appearance and motion information and ignore the shape of the 

information. Local space-time features capture characteristic 

shape and motion in video and provide relatively independent 

representation of events with respect to their spatio-temporal 

shifts and scales as well as background clutter and multiple 

motions in the scene. Such features are usually  extracted 

directly from video and therefore avoid possible failures of other 

pre-processing methods such as motion segmentation and 

tracking [20]. 

Spin-Image Feature 

Spin-images have been successfully used for object 

recognition. For actions, the Spin-images can provide a richer 

representation of how the local shape of the actor is changing 

with-respect to different reference points. These reference points 

may correspond to different limbs of the human body. Instead of 

attempting pairwise matching of Spin-images to match two 

actions, they use the bag of Spin-image strategy. First apply 
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PCA to compress the dimensionality of the spin-image, and then 

use K-means to quantize them. Then call the group of spin-

images as a video-word. Finally, the action is represented by the 

bag of video-words model. 

Mid-level Motion Feature 

The Mid-level motion features focus on local regions of the 

image sequence. These features are tuned to discriminate 

between different classes of action, and are efficient to compute 

at run-time. Mid-level motion features are weighted 

combinations of threshold low-level features. Each mid-level 

feature covers small spatiotemporal cuboids, part of the whole 

figure-centric volume, from which its low-level features are 

chosen. Low level feature corresponds to a location in the 

figure-centric volume. For some small cuboids inside the figure-

centric volume, using the Adaboost algorithm [22] to select a 

subset of the weak classifiers inside each figure-centric volume 

to construct better classifiers. 

Low-Level Motion Features 

To calculate the low-level motion features, first compute a 

figure centric spatio-temporal volume for each person. For each 

frame, low-level motion features are extracted from optical flow 

channels at the pixel locations in that frame and a temporal 

window of frames adjacent to it. These low-level features 

individual locations are not capable of discriminating between 

the positive and negative classes e.g. two different action 

categories) much better than random classification. 

Skeletal Feature 

The Skeletal features extraction and separating human body 

model into several human body parts like face, torso, hand and 

limbs. Human action recognition system based on segmented 

skeletal features which are separated into several human body 

parts. Skeleton based object recognition systems generally 

perform better than shape based object recognition approaches 

[23]. This work extracts and split the human skeleton using 

Normalized Gradient Vector Flow in the space of diffusion 

tensor fields, using the eigen values and eigen vectors of the 

segmented skeletal features. To extract the robust features of a 

target object to effectively understand human behaviors form 

Skeletal feature. 

Contour-Based Feature 

Contour-based feature representations have a long history in 

object recognition and computer vision. In contour-based 

approaches, often the first step is detected from edges. To 

extract the contours, the document images first need to binaries. 

In this method, instead of tracking the whole set of pixels 

comprising an object, the algorithm tracks only the contour of 

the object. In [24] proposed contour based nonridge object 

tracking method via the contour energy function. Tracked the 

complete region of the nonridge objects and recovered the 

occluded object parts. 

Activity Recognition 

Recognition or classification of hand gestures is the last 

phase of the recognition system. Hand gestures can be classified 

using two approaches. These approaches are Rule based 

approaches and Machine learning based approaches. 

Rule Based Approach 

Rule based approaches are represented the input features as 

a manually encoded rule, and the winner gesture is the one that 

matched with the encoded rules after his features has been 

extracted. The main problem with this technique is that the 

human ability is encoding the rule's limits the success of the 

recognition process [25]. 

Machine learning based approaches 

Machine learning based algorithm can be divided into 

supervised and unsupervised approaches. 

Recognition using the HMM 

 In Markov Model (MM) the state is directly visible to the 

observer, so the state transition probability is the only parameter. 

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) models are sequences of 

observations as a piecewise stationary process. In hidden 

Markov model the states are not directly accessible to the 

observer. Each state has probability distribution over output 

tokens. The sequence of tokens generated by an HMM gives 

some information about the sequence of statements. Hidden 

variable controls the components to be selected for each  

observation. The HMM is stochastic approach which models the 

given problem as a ”doubly stochastic process” in which the 

observed data are thought to be the result of having passed the 

Hidden processes are to be characterized using only the one that 

could be observed. The HMM will be useful in real world 

applications, if the following three basic problems of HMM are 

solved [26] Such as Evaluation problem, Decoding problem, 

Learning problem. 

The following is an illustrative list of applications of HMM: 

Speech recognition 

Gait recognition 

Optical character recognition 

Lip-reading (visual speech to text mapping) 

Gesture and body motion analysis  

Two types of HMM model such as ergodic model and Left-

Right model. The Hidden Markov Models are a popular 

technique for recognizing human gesture in a variety of 

applications and sensor configuration. Hidden Markov Models 

are double stochastic process as governed by an underlying 

Markov chain with a finite number of states, and a set of random 

functions each of which is associated with one state [29]. 

Several hand gesture recognition systems have been developed 

using various features computed from static images or image 

sequences [30]. The vision-based method selects the input data 

as the feature vectors for the HMM input and other HMM-based 

[31, 32] hand gesture recognition systems have also been 

developed. Gesture recognition systems using HMM models has 

been developed [33]. 

Recognition using the SVM 

 Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a kernel-based 

technique which is based on the principle of structured risk 

minimization (SRM). SVM constructs a linear class boundary 

based on support vectors. SVM are sets of related supervised 

learning model with an associated learning algorithm that 

analyze data and recognize patterns used for classification and 

recognition. SVMs [34] perform pattern classification between 

two classes by finding a decision surface that has a maximum 

distance from the closest points in the training set. 

 

Fig. 5. Non-leaner, Linear structure 
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Vision based gesture recognition for alphabetical hand 

gesture recognition using SVM [35]. This gesture recognition 

system for alphabetical hand gesture is built. The system is 

designed using the Support Vector Machines Classifier which is 

widely used for classification and regression testing. 

Recognition using the KNN 

 K-nearest neighbors (KNN) classifiers have a good 

performance when the attributes of a system are linearly 

separable. The class which has the most vectors in those K 

neighbors is chosen to be the class of the input vector. A cluster 

is a collection of objects which are similar between them and are 

dissimilar to the objects belonging to other clusters. Clustering 

is an unsupervised learning method which deals with finding a 

structure in a collection of unlabeled data. A loose definition of 

clustering could be the process of organizing objects into groups 

whose members are similar in some way. 

 

Fig. 6. Clustering 

K-means clustering [26, 28] is an algorithm to group objects 

based on attributes/features into k number of groups where k is a 

positive integer. The rouping (clustering) is done by minimizing 

the Euclidean distance between the data and the corresponding 

cluster centroid. Thus the purpose of k-means clustering is to 

cluster the data. They calculate the distance between the cluster 

centroid to each object using the Euclidean distance measure. E-

M algorithm [26, 28] finds out maximum likelihood estimates of 

parameters in probabilistic models. This algorithm iterates 

between the E- step and the M step until convergence. 

Expectation step computes an expectation of the likelihood 

assuming parameters. Maximization step computes maximum 

likelihood estimates of parameters by maximizing the expected 

likelihood found in the E - step. 

K-nearest Neighbors with Distance Weighting (KNNDW) 

is an improvement which has been proved to perform better than 

KNN in many cases [36]. In this method, the contribution of 

each neighbor to the overall classification is weighted by its 

distance from the point being classified. 

Recognition using the NN 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information 

processing system that is inspired by biological nervous systems 

like the brain process information. A neural network is a 

machine that is designed to model the way in which the rain 

performs a particular task or functions; the network is usually 

implemented by using electronic components or simulated in 

software on a digital computer. To achieve good performance, 

neural networks employ massive interconnections of simple 

computing cells referred to as “neurons” or “processing units”. 

Gesture recognition is an important for developing alternative 

human-computer interaction modalities using ANN. 

Types of Activation function such as Linear/Threshold 

function, Sigmoid/Squashing function and hyperbolic tangent 

function. Artificial Neural networks are flexible in a changing 

environment [37] and It also describes the process of gesture 

recognition using ANN [38] Continuous time Recurrent Neural 

Network (RNN) is used. This approach is based on the idea of 

creating specialized signal predictors for each gesture class. 

 

Fig. 7. Structure of artificial neuron 

Application Areas 

Gestures are modeled as sequences of multiple events. 

Every event is matched independently with its own event model 

and linear time scaling. Gesture recognition constitutes 

matching the appropriate events sequentially. Recognition of 

gestures is performed using a probabilistic finite state machine. 

A human hand has abundant joints. 

It is able to form several distinct hand shapes. Hand shapes 

are quite useful to represent different communication signs, 

which are defined to execute specific tasks. 

Sign Language 

In vision based gesture recognition, hand shape 

segmentation is one of the toughest problems under a dynamic 

environment. It can be simplified by using visual marking on the 

hands. Some researchers have implemented sign language and 

pointing gesture recognition based on different marking modes 

[39]. The Hidden Markov Model has basic properties that make 

them very attractive for dynamic gesture recognition [40] that 

develops a gesture recognition system for sign language 

recognition. 

 

Fig. 8. American sign language 

Robotics 

Robotics, human manipulation and interaction researches 

used postures and gestures to learn the robot some interaction 

commands by explaining its appropriate meaning for the robot 

as an action [41]. Gestures are used for controlling robots, 

corresponding to the virtual reality interaction system. For 

virtual reality application gestures are considered as one of the 

effective spreading stages in the computing area [42]. 
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Fig. 9. Human Robot interaction taken from [43] 

Gesture-to-speech application converts hand gestures into 

speech. This system enables hearing-impaired people to 

communicate with their surrounding environments through 

computers and interacts easily with other people even without 

knowing the sign language [41]. 

Implemented computer vision and gesture recognition 

techniques developed a vision based low cost input device for 

controlling the VLC player through gestures [44]. Computer 

games applied gesture recognition on virtual game application 

[45] and hierarchical recognition of international human 

gestures for sports. 

A television control system developed by hand gestures 

using an open hand and the user can change the channel, turn the 

television off and on, decrease, increase and mute the volume 

[46]. 

Traffic police hand signal recognition 

The traffic police gesture systems are mainly expressed by 

arms. According to Indian traffic rules there are 12 hand 

gestures. The Chinese traffic police gesture system is defined 

and regulated by the Chinese ministry of public security [47] 

Gesture of traffic police officers are captured in the form of 

depth images. In [48] Road traffic control system it considers 

only the arm directions for classifying the traffic control 

commands. Traffic gesture using three types of control 

commands like six defined traffic gestures are used. 

 

Fig. 10. General Rules for traffic police 

Challenges and Future Work 

Besides the computer vision issues, an action recognition 

problem has to face a number of contextual and philosophical 

challenges. A system must recognize, whether a person is 

running to catch a bus or running out of committing a crime.  

Challenges 

The major challenges in human action recognition are listed 

here the common approach is to extract image features of the 

video and to issue a corresponding action class label. Several 

actions, there are large variations in performance such as Intra 

and Inter-class variations. For example, running movements can 

be different in speed and stride length. A good human action 

recognition approach should be able to generalize over 

variations within one class and distinguish between actions of 

different classes. For increasing the numbers of action classes, 

this will be more challenging as the overlap between classes will 

be higher. The environment in which the human action 

performance takes place is an important source of variation in 

the recording. The person of the party might be occluded in the 

recording. Human localization might prove harder in clutter or 

dynamic environments. Lighting condition can further influence 

the appearance of the person. The same action, observed from 

different viewpoints, can lead to very different image 

observations. Dynamic backgrounds increase the complexity of 

localizing the person in the image and robustly observing the 

motion. When using a moving camera, these challenges become 

even harder. In vision-based human action recognition, all these 

issues should be addressed explicitly. 

Future Direction 

Most of the work reported in the literature is restricted to 

the single viewpoint. Applying multiple viewpoint is needed to 

solve this issue but with added training complexity. Further, 

action recognition in traffic surveillance requires real-time 

processing. And, common datasets focus on particular 

application domain.  

Motivated by the wide range of applications, this paper 

represented the current state of the art research in action 

recognition. If the challenges ahead of this research are fulfilled, 

this would be a great step towards achieving a robust 

interpretation and recognition of actions in the near future. 

Conclusion 

This paper discusses about the detailed overview and 

categories of current issues and trends. Various applications of 

human action recognition are discussed in this paper. Common 

datasets like KTH dataset, Weizmann dataset, UCF dataset, 

IXMAS dataset and other datasets are discussed. In image 

representation, global image representation can be extracted 

with low cost and it also achieves good results. In this paper 

various feature extraction methods in activity detection are 

discussed. 

In this survey basic concepts and techniques behind the 

gesture recognition system has been studied. Vision based 

approaches are a widely used method in gesture recognition 

since, it is a very realistic approach and also it provides better 

results while comparisons to the data glove approaches. The 

study of the hand gesture recognition and its various 

applications were discussed in this paper. The hand gesture of a 

person is analyzed by segmenting the object from the 

environment. So, objects in the environment have to be 

segmented by the feature extraction. The different types of 

techniques to recognize the hand gesture are reviewed and 

analyzed. 

Human machine interaction can be achieved by different 

recognition technique and the gesture can be recognized even if 

they are not performed perfectly. 
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